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About This Game

The glorious high-definition (HD) chaos from The First Encounter continues now in Serious Sam HD: The Second Encounter, a
remake of the classic arcade FPS Serious Sam: The Second Encounter, which originally scored an overall of 85% on Metacritic

and was awarded Game of The Month on Gamespot!

Serious Sam HD: The Second Encounter includes spectacularly enhanced visuals and more special effects like Hippy and Kid’s
mode, with trademark frantic Single-play, newly developed Survival and Beast Hunt modes, along with all time favorite

Cooperative play. Combine those with intense Versus and Team modes for up to 16 players and in over 18 multiplayer maps,
Demo Recording option, Spectators and Dedicated Server support, Serious Sam HD: The Second Encounter is a worthy

successor to the original masterpiece.

Key Features

SINGLE PLAYER

Various Environments and Secrets - Unleash mayhem on 3 different spectacular worlds: South America, ancient
Mesopotamia and medieval Europe.
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Discover over 130 secrets including over 15 brand new ones hidden in the fray.

Unique Enemies and Bosses - Fight with 27 nightmarish warriors in Mental's army, including old favorites from The
First Encounter like Beheaded Kamikaze, Syrian Werebull and Kleer Skeleton. Go head to head against 5 new enemies
and 3 new Bosses.

Special Weapons and Power-Ups - Wreak havoc with a huge arsenal of weapons including 3 new toys: the Sniper Rifle,
Flamethrower and Chainsaw. Use Power-Ups to additionally increase your fighting and agility skills.

Serious Editor 3 - Create your levels and share them on SteamWorks!

MULTIPLAYER

NEW! (not seen in Classic game) Survival Mode - Try to stay alive as long as you can against continued enemies’
attacks in specially designed survival maps!

Classic Co-Op Mode - Plunge into chaos with up to 16 players in campaign cooperative mode!

NEW! (not seen in Classic game) More Co-Op Modes - Play even more along your friends in newly developed Coin-
Op and Survival cooperative modes with up to 16 players in campaign game!

NEW! (not seen in Classic game) Beast Hunt Modes - Fight against other players or teams while also playing campaign
levels in Beast Hunt and Team Beast Hunt!

Versus Mode - Watch all hell break loose in over 8 classic and brand NEW! deathmatch maps with up to 16 players!

NEW! (not seen in Classic game) More Versus Modes - Fight against your friends in more versus modes including My
Burden, Last Man Standing and Instant Kill!

NEW! (not seen in Classic game) Team Modes - Compete against other teams in team matches including Team
Deathmatch, Capture the Flag and Last Team Standing!

STEAM FEATURES - NEW! (not seen in Classic game)

Steam Achievements - Earn 50 amazingly attractive achievements to boost your social standing.

Steam Leaderboards - See your score recorded in both single player and cooperative leaderboards.

Steam Cloud - Store your profile online on the Steam Cloud servers, including your bindings, last played level and
campaign progress.
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One of the best FPS's of all time, Serious Sam sets itself apart from both the classic games in this genre, like Doom and Duke
Nukem 3D, as well as from the very first arena shooters which first arose some time before its original release, like Unreal
Tournament and Quake 3. In this game your skills of crowd control, weapon swapping, ammo conservation (on harder
difficulties) and reflexes are more taxed than in other shooters, while little to no strategic thinking and map awareness is
required most of the time. In many ways it feels like a bullet hell game, like Ikaruga, but with simple, yet charismatic and
effective enemy types instead of bullets. Definitely give it a try if you like non-traditional FPS games.
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